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Abstract
Challenges for JFL learners in the early stages of learning kanji are met with the reality that a large portion written output in the modern Japanese language is not produced by hand, but through electronic text input, the majority of which uses a phonetic input, such as romaji-uchi on a computer. Due to evolved manner in which text is produced and read in everyday Japanese language, familiarity with computer-based text input in the Japanese language has become an increasing necessity for JFL learners. This study seeks to examine the potential benefits as well as problems associated with JFL students using computers to produce Japanese text. This study is part of a doctoral thesis that conducts a statistical comparison of university students’ typed and handwritten output in Japanese, analysis of the errors in kanji that tend to occur in each of these domains, and seeks to examine student affect and strategies with regard to the use of technology in the JFL curriculum through questionnaire, interviews, and computer-based tests of kanji use. In addition to the discussion of the statistical findings in this study, this paper seeks to include suggestions for implementation of computer-based text production in the JFL curriculum, suggestions on how to best introduce students to typing in Japanese, suggestions on how to instruct students to avoid some of the errors that were found to commonly occur in the typed domain, and applications for using computer-based text production in Japanese to enrich students’ abilities in reading and writing kanji by hand.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to examine how students of Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) utilize computer-based character input in their development as writers in the foreign script. Although there are various differences between the processes involved in producing handwritten and typed script, this study seeks to determine how students use this technology in their development as JFL writers, and to determine what the potential benefits or downfalls of a computer-based approach to text production could be for learners of Japanese.

Due to the unique nature of the Japanese writing system, students in JFL classes typically spend a greater amount of time dealing with issues of the new orthography than one might find in the curricula of other non-character-based languages. This time and focus on the orthography in teaching JFL presents a particular challenge to educators because they are then required to tend to issues related to the unfamiliar orthography in addition to the normal tasks of teaching grammar, vocabulary, listening and speaking. The struggle to attend to each issue is not just seen in the instructors but also in students of Japanese, as there tends to be a high rate of attrition at the early stages of language learning. The introduction of kanji presents further potential difficulty for learners who come from non-character-based languages because they are required to memorize and reproduce...
kanji, invoking the need for new strategies to aid in visual memory and kinetic recall of the characters in their written forms. There has been a significant amount of debate among JFL educators as to when orthography should be introduced, but research in this area has focused primarily on when to introduce the native system of writing (Hatasa, 2002), and has not delved into different ways of having students interact with text, such as a computer-based writing approach. Because this particular aspect of the Japanese pedagogical process has not been experimentally reviewed, this study seeks to quantitatively examine the difference between the hand-written and typed domains for JFL learners.

This study seeks to determine the differences between these two types of writing production by examining the text produced by a group of students who will produce text output by the traditional method of writing by hand as well as being allowed to complete certain class assignments with the aid of a computer. This group was given supplementary instruction on how to use a computer to type in Japanese, and this instruction was put into place by requiring students to use a computer to type essay assignments throughout the semester.

In addition to examining student affect regarding the task of writing by hand vs. writing by computer, the written output of students will also be tested through error analysis to determine if the cognitive processes in learning and using kanji are similar or different from those of native Japanese speakers (phonological-type errors, as observed by Horodeck, 1987) and to determine what types of errors occur in handwritten vs. typed production, as to determine what challenges students face in writing by hand and with a computer.

With regard to the L2 production of text in romaji and any of the Japanese scripts, it is important to consider the sequence of processing that takes place in between thought and production. Consider the following flow of processing in an L2 learner of Japanese writing in the hiragana syllabary by hand: The student has the word in mind, parses the words into its respective mora, and then recalls the visual form and kinetic association necessary to write the syllable in the foreign script. If there is kanji involved, the student must recall the correct kanji and its corresponding compounds, recall the visual and kinetic association to the character, and then be able to write the character with the correct stroke order. In the case of writing in romaji, this process is much more native for JFL students of alphabetic backgrounds: the word in mind is written with the internalized script practices of the L2 learner. If this is being done by typing, the writer is presented with a set of kanji candidates that correspond with the romaji input and choose from the set of homophones. The JFL student is able to bypass the arduous step of having to memorize how to write these characters in a script that is very different, kinetically and visually complicated, and therefore unfamiliar to the learner.

One potential benefit of the use of a word processor is that it takes advantage of the fact that orthographic complexity does not necessarily result in difficulty in processing kanji. In fact, the opposite may be true to a certain extent in terms of how it applies to the English writing system, and some studies have shown that characters that are more orthographically complex are in fact more easily remembered than orthographically simple characters (Steinberg & Yamada, 1978-1979; Kess & Miyamoto, 1999). One of the most important factors in kanji recognition is the frequency in which the kanji appears in everyday reading and therefore contributes to visual familiarity. High frequency kanji
are therefore more easily recognized because they are more visually familiar to the reader. Even in the case of kanji that share similar frequencies, Kawai (1966) found that more complex characters are in many cases easier to read and easier to remember than less complex characters.

Phonological and Semantic Aspects of Word Processing

Although there is a significant amount of research which suggests that Japanese (like all other developed writing systems [DeFrancis, 1989]) are essentially phonologically-accessed writing systems, their systems of typing are of interest to reading researchers because although the input method heavily relies on the phonetic encoding of the words to be typed (in romaji, which is a traditionally less-familiar orthography for Japanese writers), the character selection process then calls the semantic value of these characters into play once again when the writer chooses the correct character or combination of characters from among its homophones. This heightened importance on the differentiation of common phonetic characters could be seen as placing a newer, stronger (or at least different) emphasis on the semantic value of the characters (an emphasis on the comparative semantics of all of the related characters instead of just a kinetic reaction to the word unit as a whole), because the writer is required to know what the correct compound is as well as what it phonetically could be but is not.

It could be argued, however, that for non-native learners of Japanese electronic text input could have negative benefits in terms of the depth of kanji knowledge. According to the Orthographic Depth Hypothesis, the L1 orthography affects L2 word recognition processes. While Japanese is considered to be a deep orthography, speakers of languages with roman alphabets would be considered to come from L1s with more shallow orthography (Koda 1998, 1990). It would follow that native speakers of languages with Romanized alphabets would approach the Japanese writing system with certain biases acquired from their L1 writing system. It could also be argued that the depth of Japanese orthography is in fact greatly lessened by its transfer to electronic text input, as it is essentially reduced to a phonetic coding with an added measure of semantic confirmation. The difference in orthographic depth between the written and typed domains in Japanese writing have yet to be formally explored, and it is the intention of this study to present findings which can be applied to the Orthographic Depth Hypothesis and how it applies to typed Japanese.

Implications of Computer-Mediated Text Input on Kanji Use, Cognition

The development of the word processor leads to interesting new views of text in Japanese, because it both emphasizes the role of romaji as a tool for input in many electronic devices, but it also cements the wider use of kanji because of its easier access (Gottlieb, 1995). The nature of the word processing task shifts the writing task from production (which has been proven to be mostly kinetic in the case of writing by hand [Watanabe, 1991]) to one of recognition. Despite the documented difficulty that Japanese readers have in detecting phonologically acceptable errors in kanji form (Horodeck, 1987; Matsunaga, 1994), Ishii (2000) states that if the kanji is phonetically entered without errors, that NS writers are very likely to correctly access any kanji they can recognize, and are able to do so at a much greater rate than they would be able to if they were producing the characters by hand. This facilitated access to
the kanji corpus has been cited as creating a change in the number of kanji being used as well, because the ability to recall the kanji from memory is no longer a requirement for its use (Tanaka, cited in Gottlieb, 2000; Taylor and Taylor, 1995). In terms of production, the focus has shifted from an emphasis on the visual (or as some would argue, kinetic) makeup of the character to the ability to recognize and utilize the correct kanji in context (Takase, 2001). Although the production of kanji is the primary focus of this study, it is worth noting that this is not the only part of the Japanese language that is subject to constraint-based input on a computer. The production of okurigana is also subject to the effects of a constraint-based system similar to the ways that kanji is, facilitating through typing what is an arbitrary and ambiguous task by hand.

Implications for JFL Pedagogy

The prevalence of computer-mediated text input in Japanese is certainly not likely to lessen in the future, emphasizing the importance of drawing meaning from the changes that this shift in the notion of literacy brings about. For JFL learning, the shift in the skills associated with computer-mediated text input would indicate potential for benefit for JFL learners from alphabet-based languages in the following ways:

- The ability to use a keyboard they are already familiar with.
- The ability to enter the text through a regular phonetic system.
- The ability to produce text without having to memorize the orthography of the characters they are intending to write.
- The ability to have greater exposure to the written system as a whole.
- The ability for more incidental vocabulary and kanji learning to take place as the result of increased exposure to authentic text.
- The ability to have increased exposure to the semantics of kanji through the selection process.
- The ability to spend more time on other areas of language development without spending too much time on writing practice.
- The ability to have a greater sense of the writing system as a whole before embarking on the writing task.

As this review of literature has shown, the complexity of the Japanese writing system is manifest in a variety of seemingly paradoxical phenomena, such as the higher recognizability of graphically complex characters, the reliance on kinetic memory over visual memory in producing characters by hand, the relative ignorance of the semantic meaning of kanji during fluent reading, and the reliance on phonological access when the characters themselves have relatively little graphical-to-phonological correspondence. The seemingly "deep" orthography of kanji has been shown to be treated like a shallow orthography in fluent reading, and the Japanese system of computer-mediated text input requires decoding of the phonological manifestation of a lexical item into a script in which a single keystroke represents a sub-morphemic component. In addition to these phenomena, the asymmetry in reading and writing ability (at least in the hand-written domain) would indicate that the Japanese system of computer-mediated text input could help to level this asymmetry through its increased emphasis on the reading of characters while writing, and that this system may in fact actually increase awareness of the semantic nature of the characters through the selection of the
correct homophone during the kanji selection process. Based on the aforementioned evidence, it would be useful to investigate the effects of these potential benefits on JFL learners, as this research could be of benefit to the field of literacy in Japanese as well as the field of JFL pedagogy. It is the intent of the next section to show how these effects could be effectively assessed and implemented in the classroom.

Rationale

Computer-mediated text input has become the predominant form of text production in Japanese (Gottlieb, 2000:26), and the fast-paced emergence and evolution of this system have not afforded very many careful examinations of how this change has affected notions of literacy in the Japanese language, let alone to look at how this change in literacy might affect non-native speakers (NNS) of Japanese who might employ this system of text. The shift in technological literacy to the skills associated with computer-mediated text input hint at potential for benefit for JFL learners from alphabet-based languages in the ways described previously.

Although there have been studies that have looked at the cognitive processing of kanji as it is read by native speakers of Japanese (Horodeck, 1987; Matsunaga, 1994; Law and Caramazza, 1995; Hatta and Kawakami, 1996; Mori, 1998), there are not very many studies that have either looked at how this cognition affects the reading NNS of Japanese, or have looked at how this affects the writing of either NS or NNS speakers of Japanese. Horodeck's (1987) study remains one of the few to examine the phenomenon of writing errors and accuracy, but his study utilized native speakers of Japanese and focused specifically on using hand-written writing errors to determine that the reading of kanji is an essentially phonological construct in the minds of Japanese readers. Because of this, his methodology is primarily focused on the categorization of errors based on his research question, although for the purposes of this inquiry, this classification can also be used to compare the errors in kanji output in the handwritten vs. typed domains in Japanese.

Emergent Themes in the Literature

In looking at how computer-mediated text input might affect the processing and cognition of the kanji writing system, there are several themes which emerged as being particularly pertinent to the study of the computer-mediated text input phenomenon and that provide clues as to how this phenomenon can be scientifically analyzed.

The first and most commonly cited theme in the literature on kanji processing is that kanji is primarily phonologically accessed by native speakers in fluent reading (Tzeng, Lin, Hung, & Lee, 1995; Horodeck, 1987; Matsunanga, 1994). This finding provides a valuable connection to computer-mediated text production in Japanese because this method relies on phonologically coding the words to be written into romaji which are then converted into kanji through the computer's corpus of kanji that match a given phonological "spelling." The phonological bias in reading may be seen as a contributor as to why the Japanese computer-mediated text input system is also set up to require phonological input, although it could be said that phonological input simply happens to represent the most concise and accessible method currently available for getting text from the mind of the writer through to its appearance on the page (Gottlieb, 2000). Regardless of the impetus for this development, the first step in kanji
production on a computer is to decode the intended phonology into its _romaji_ equivalent.

The second theme in the literature on kanji processing and cognition that is pertinent to this research is found in the data stating that native writers are less prone to make phonological errors (e.g., errors that are phonologically acceptable but otherwise incorrect) than semantic or purely orthographic errors in writing (Tzeng, Lin, Hung, & Lee, 1995; Horodeck, 1987; Matsunanga, 1994). This finding, in addition to being an important clue as to how we know that kanji is primarily phonologically accessed by native speakers in fluent reading, also provides a very important connection to the computer-based text input system because this system could be seen as enhancing the probability of the occurrence of these errors by requiring the user to choose between a set of phonologically similar kanji with different meanings, in a sense creating a "trap" for "lazy" NNS and NS writers who might rely on the kanji conversion process to make up for their lack of knowledge as to what the right kanji should look like for a given phonology.

The third theme in the literature dealing with the implications of a new literacy that interacts frequently with computer-mediated text input is that the constraint-based corpus-access processes of computer-mediated text input in Japanese facilitates the correct production of the intended text, in that it allows users to produce kanji that they might not be able to otherwise write by hand (Ishii, 2000, Gottlieb, 2000). The implications of this range from pro to con, since on the one hand, computer-mediated text input could be seen as an empowering tool for JFL learners, but on the other hand, the reliance on computers could be seen as contributing to attrition in the hand-written skills of NS Japanese. Regardless of the stance on this issue, what is missing from the literature is quantitative data on how much of a difference there is between written and typed ability, so it is the goal of this research to find out what the differences in hand-written vs. typed text production are both in terms of accuracy and the variety of kanji that are used.

The fourth theme in the literature is that the cognitive processes of native writers are very different than those of NNS (Naucler, 1983:596), and the same applies to beginning readers and skilled adults (Tzeng, 1980). Because of this, it is important to determine if there are actual parallels that can be drawn between beginning readers and skilled adults and NNS and NS in terms of their approaches to writing, or more simply, do people learning Japanese as a foreign language approach the task of learning kanji in the same way that Japanese children do? Studies such as (Mori, 1998) have attempted to determine if strategies and biases in the L1 are transferred to L2 reading in Japanese, and although this study argues that speakers of English speakers look for phonetic representation in the Japanese writing system, it ultimately only stands to show that visual familiarity with the forms of kanji helps in kanji identification. Research on child learning of Japanese kanji has shown that there is a bias towards the centrality of meaningfulness in text (Steinberg & Yamada, 1978-1979) which suggests that children look for meaning first in text before pronunciation, and similar research by Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky (1971) showed that English speaking children with reading disabilities also benefited from learning Chinese characters as logographs, also indicating a bias towards the centrality of meaningfulness in text at early reading. These findings for early reading are of course different from the findings in adult reading, as studies have shown that phonological representation is the primary means of access in the fluent reading process.
reading of a variety of languages (Tzeng, Lin, Hung, & Lee, 1995; Horodeck, 1987; Matsunanga, 1994). There is, however, no definitive study which describes the cognition of kanji in L2 early reading, therefore the body of research in this field would benefit from a scientific examination of this phenomenon.

Based on the themes cited previously, there are certain questions that emerge when comparing the research that has been done on reading and writing in Japanese and comparing those findings to the possible implications of the use of computer-mediated text input. In using computer-mediated text input, there are a variety of differences between this method of text production and the traditional method of writing by hand. Based on the previously mentioned theoretical premises, this study will attempt to determine how the differences between hand-written and typed production manifest themselves, and how these differences affect JFL learners at the early stages of language learning. In looking at these differences, one might benefit from a general working model of how these processes differ in the written and typed domains.

It is perhaps useful to look at the processes of the kanji production act in the written domain to roughly look like this:

- Word/Concept Formation (deciding what needs to be written)
- Kanji Lexicon (deciding how that should be written in kanji)
- Motor Act (producing the kanji from kinetic memory as a chunk)

In typing, the order might look something more like this:

- Word/Concept formation (deciding what needs to be written)
- Phoneticization (decoding the intended words into romaji)
- Motor act (producing the kana via romaji [as components] on the keyboard)
- Kanji lexicon (choosing the right kanji from its homophones)

The major differences between these two models are that after the word/concept formation, phonetic decoding takes places in the typed domain, followed by the motor act of typing, after which the kanji lexicon is accessed. This difference would naturally lead to changes in the way that the writing is processed and produced.

Based on the aforementioned conditions that effect the processing of kanji during the reading and writing process, in order to find out more about how the processing of hand-written text production differs from the processing involved in typed text production, these two conditions need to be manipulated in order to reveal if performance and student affect differ in these two domains.

**Hypotheses**

1. NNS of Japanese will be able to accurately produce above their handwritten ability by means of computer-mediated text input
2. Phonological bias for NNS will be found in computer-mediated text input as it has been found in the hand-written domain (errors will be predominantly of the right-sound/wrong-form/wrong-meaning type)
3. As the semantic nature of kanji is called into question in the kanji selection process during computer-mediated text input, computer users will tend to use meaning-based strategies for dealing with unfamiliar characters when using the word
processor, resulting in fewer semantic errors (errors of the right-sound/wrong-form/wrong-meaning type) NNS.

4. The use of the English keyboard romaji will provide affective advantages for English-speaking JFL students.

Research questions
1. What are the differences in the types of errors that JFL writers make based on their hand-written and typed output?
   a. Are these errors primarily phonological, semantic, or orthographic?
2. Do JFL learners find more time to focus on other aspects of language learning when the task of writing is facilitated through computer-mediated text production?
3. How much time is spent typing vs. writing by hand for a given section of text?
4. Do JFL writers use more kanji when they access it through computer-mediated text input?
5. Do NNS of Japanese process kanji with a disposition towards phonetic association (similar to NS) when writing?
   a. Does this disposition change based on the typed or hand-written domain?
6. Do JFL learners show more accuracy with typed input over hand-written input?

For research question 1, this question will be assessed through testing JFL learners on hand-written and typed writing tasks, and the results of these tasks will be analyzed based on the error analysis criteria established by Horodeck (1987) and further refined by Hatta, Kawamura, and Tamaoka (1998). These rates of accuracy will be assessed generally (i.e., in terms of overall accuracy in percentage), and Question 1.1 will be addressed based on the classification criteria outlined in Horodeck (1987) and Hatta, Kawamura, and Tamaoka (1998).

Question 4 will be answered based on a comparison of their hand-written samples and their typed samples to determine if kanji is more frequently used (if there is a higher degree of kanji density [% ratio of kana to kanji]), and if a wider variety of more "difficult" kanji (kanji of a higher grade level, kanji that is rated as being less-frequently used, as based on the statistical tendency for kanji to be used in that situation to express that word, etc.) is being used as a result of the facilitating effects of computer-mediated text input.

Question 5 would then be determined based on the overall accuracy based on the analysis criteria outlined by Horodeck (1987) and further refined by Hatta, Kawamura, and Tamaoka (1998), which would be compared based on the typed and hand-written domains.

METHODOLOGY

Essay Collection
The above hypotheses and research questions are examined through several steps. The first step is the collection of typed essay assignments in Japanese on a given topic (for example, writing about a time when you were made to do something by your parents as a child) and then comparing the production of these texts with their corresponding production on the essay section of a chapter test in which the same writing topic is assigned to the students. The amount of kanji used, accuracy, and kanji grade level are analyzed to catch emergent trends in the handwritten and typed domains.
Dictation Task
The task will ask participants to listen to sentences containing vocabulary that has been covered previously in their study of the language. They will then be asked to write these sentences in Japanese, first by hand, then using a computer, using kanji where appropriate. Certain sentences that will come up later in the task will introduce vocabulary that the participant would most likely not be familiar with, to determine if the participants would "put faith" in their own handwriting ability or computer-based text input to write words and phrases in kanji even if they are not familiar with these words, or to see if using a computer-based writing system allows the participants to "accidentally" produce the correct characters without actually knowing their meanings. By having the students transcribe words that they might not know how to write, the task could also explore the students' ability to use semantic clues to make inferences about what the right kanji combination might be in a given situation. These transcriptions would present novel words that participants are likely not to know that are made up of kanji that they should know, with sentences that hint at what the kanji should be (nevertheless, these kanji should be phonologically ambiguous on a word processor).

Assessment of the accuracy and usage of kanji (handwritten/free & dictated) will take place based on general graphical correctness, with additional assessment of native speakers as to whether kanji should be used in that situation as opposed to kana (for example, take the phrase 有り難うございます - a phrase most commonly written only in hiragana, although a computer would give the writer the option of writing it in its archaic, stilted kanji form - this would be considered pragmatically incorrect by most native readers of Japanese, resulting in an overuse error in the analysis).

Think-aloud and Review
Participants are asked to use a think-aloud protocol during their completion of the dictation task, and are then asked compare their performance between the handwritten and typed tasks and to freely comment on them. Discrepancies in the two domains will be pointed out to the participant for comment.

Interview
Participants are interviewed on their feelings about kanji study based on their reactions to the dictation task.

Questionnaire
Participants are given a 60-question questionnaire regarding their attitudes, strategies, and approaches towards kanji study. This questionnaire is administered via computer using the school's online course management system.

Sample
32 students of second-year Japanese from a large midwestern university participated in every part of this study. Participants were all native speakers of English who were currently enrolled in their fourth semester of college Japanese. The age of participants ranged from 19 to 29, and included 14 females and 18 males.

RESULTS (DICTATION TASK)
In the written dictation task, the participants on average correctly wrote 38% of the 52 kanji presented in the dictation exercise (standard deviation = 10.1). Participants on average skipped 51% of the 52 kanji presented in the written exercise (10.13), and incorrectly wrote 3% of the kanji presented with the wrong characters (1.8), and showed critical orthographical errors for 8% of the 52 kanji presented (4.6).
Examples of accuracy rates for kanji written by hand:
- 「勉強」: 33%
- 「部屋」: 20%
- 「図書館」: 40%
- 「飛行機」: 10%
- 「授業」: 36%
- 「日本」: 96%
- 「大学院」: 25%

In the typed task, participants on average correctly wrote 70% of the 68 kanji presented in the dictation exercise (standard deviation = 8.3). Participants on average skipped 23% of the 68 kanji presented in the written exercise (7.12), and incorrectly wrote 6% of the kanji presented (1.8).

Examples of accuracy rates for kanji written with the computer:
- 「勉強」: 90%
- 「部屋」: 85%
- 「図書館」: 85%
- 「飛行機」: 75%
- 「授業」: 80%
- 「日本」: 96%
- 「大学院」: 70%

These results indicate that students were able to more accurately produce kanji on the computer, and were far less likely to skip characters than they were when writing by hand. These results also indicate that students are 50% more likely to write the wrong characters when they are writing on a computer. The errors were more likely to be phonological errors when the participants used a computer than when they wrote by hand (either errors in which the participant incorrectly interpreted the vowel length of word, or where the user correctly interpreted the vowel length but incorrectly chose the corresponding kanji).

Analysis of Typed Errors
The majority (98%) of the errors were phonological, and within those errors, the majority (40%) of those errors were errors in which the wrong kanji was selected as the result of a homophone error. 27% of the incorrect kanji chosen were the result of perceiving an actually long vowel to be a short vowel, and 8% of the incorrect kanji were chosen as the result of perceiving an actually short vowel to be a long vowel. The remaining 21% of the phonological errors were more major errors in which the listener heard the dictated word wrong in some other way (毎 instead of 前, etc.) The last 2% of errors could be classified as semantic or simply hearing misses, with two participants writing 結婚 in the place of 結婚, after 結婚 had been used in the previous phrase.

Examples of typed errors:
- さとさんは両子会社で働きます
- 里さん和庵子会社で働いています。
- 每週選択をします。
- 今日の授魚で試験が有りますか。
- いつ酒食つるつもりですか。
- 大学員で何を研ぎゅしますか。
- さと産は りょこがしゃではたらっています。

Vowel length error + kanji henkan errors:
- 非子機が乗った事があります
- 毎主私の部屋をそうじします。
- 毎主線たくをします。
- 今日の授魚で試験が有りますか。
- 当初館で勉強しますか。
- 每晚はを身がきます。
- 今日の授魚で試験が有りますか。
- 里さん和庵子会社で働いています。
- さとさんは両子会社で働きます

Kanji henkan errors:
- 一緒に散歩行きませんか？
- 道仁摩よと事会いますか。
- 毎主線たくをします。
- 毎週選択をします。
Analysis of Written Errors
Kanji errors in the written domain were more prone to orthographical errors such as a missing radical or component, or the incorrect use of an orthographically similar kanji. There were also instances of semantically similar characters were used, such as 空 in the dictation for 飛行機. Participants were also more prone to errors of order in kanji combinations, (し試 for 試験, 動どう for 感動, etc.). Homophonic errors appeared to take place in a few cases (大学員 for 大学院, 影画 for 映画), although upon interview with the participant, it became clear that the students saw these to be orthographical errors, and did not make the association with the kanji’s form and its phonological value.

Individual cases:
Student A

Written:
毎は結婚していましたが。今は結婚しています。
あの映画を見た時、感動しました。
さとうさんは旅行会社で働いています。
毎晩、歯を磨きます。
道に迷ったことがありますか。
ひこうきにのったことがありますか。
毎週、私の部屋をそうじします。
まいしゅう、せんたくをします。
図書館で勉強しましょうか。
一緒にさんぽに行きませんか。

Typed:
前は結婚していましたが、今は離婚しています。
あの映画を見た時、感動しました。
さとうさんは旅行会社で働いています。
毎晩、歯を磨きます。
道に迷ったことがありますか。
飛行機に乗ったことがありますか。
毎週、私の部屋を掃除します。
毎週、洗濯をします。
図書館で勉強しましょうか。
一緒に散歩に行きませんか。

Student B

Written:
前は結婚していましたが。今は離婚しています。
あの映画を見た時、感動しました。
さとうさんは旅行会社で働いています。
毎晩、歯を磨きます。
道に迷ったことがありますか。
飛行機に乗ったことがありますか。
毎週、私の部屋を掃除します。
毎週、洗濯をします。
図書館で勉強しましょうか。
一緒にさんぽに行きませんか。

Typed:
前は結婚していましたが。今は離婚しています。
あの映画を見た時、感動しました。
さとうさんは旅行会社で働いています。
毎晩、歯を磨きます。
道に迷ったことがありますか。
飛行機に乗ったことがありますか。
毎週、私の部屋を掃除します。
毎週、洗濯をします。
図書館で勉強しましょうか。
一緒にさんぽに行きませんか。

ありがとうございます。
今日の授業で試験がありました。
大学院で何を研究しますか。
何時しゅうじょくつもりですか。

ありません。
**Student C**

**Written:**

前は結婚していましたが今は離婚しています。
あの映画を見た時かんどうをしました。
さとうさんはりょうこがいしゃではったらいています。
毎晩はをみがきます。
道に迷ったことがありますか。
飛行きにのたことがありますか。
毎朱私の部屋をそうじします。
毎朱せんたくをします。図書館で勉強しましょうか。
遺書に散歩に行きませんか。
ありがとうございます。

**Typed:**

前は結婚していましたが今は離婚しています。
あの映画を見た時かんどうをしました。
さとうさんはりょうこがいしゃではったらいています。
毎晩はをみがきます。
道に迷ったことがありますか。
飛行きにのたことがありますか。
毎朱私の部屋をそうじします。
毎朱せんたくをします。図書館で勉強しましょうか。
遺書に散歩に行きませんか。
ありがとうございます。

**Interpretation of Results**

These results indicate that there is a greater degree of overall accuracy in the typed domain, but that errors in kanji, although less frequent, tended to be more severe than just incorrectly written kanji, with homophonic errors occurring as the result of incorrect kanji henkan by the participant. Rather than the participant simply reverting to hiragana (as was the case in the written task), participants tended to trust the computer to correctly turn their input into kanji, sometime to the point of fault, allowing incorrect kanji henkan even though they indicated in their interviews that they were not as confident in the accuracy of the text produced. Review of the screen captures also reveals that the participants used the henkan process to achieve the correct kanji, especially as a means of revising vowel length in order to achieve the desired kanji. Revision of text input errors for vowel and consonant length occurred on an average of 1.7 times per participant.

When typing on the computer, participants tended to want to write *something* in kanji, and in their interviews went on to say that they felt empowered by the ability to write on the computer, even though they often did not hear the dictation correctly or correctly determine the vowel length in the dictation phrases. Participants also showed no hesitation in using kanji in situations where either kanji or hiragana would be acceptable, such as the *事* in 飛行機に乗った事があります。There was not, however, a significant number of participants using archaic or stylized kanji usage in a way that could be considered overuse (ありがとう御座います was written ありがとうございます by only one participant).

In the written task, participants skipped (opted to write hiragana) twice as many characters (50% vs. 23%) when writing by hand than they did on the computer. In their errors, participants tended to write characters that were missing up to several strokes, or added up to several strokes to an otherwise correct kanji. When not making purely orthographical errors, participants used graphically similar characters in their errors (i.e., 子、学、文 for the 字 in 漢字) as well as showing clues to semantic association in kanji (空 in the dictation for 飛行機, indicating that the semantic association of 空港 with 飛行機 carried over enough to prompt four participants to use 空 in 飛行機).
in both the first [2 participants] and second [2 participants] kanji positions.

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

As shown in this examination, the written and typed domains employ different cognitive skills, and produce different results in terms of their accuracy as well as the types of errors that occur. Despite the severity of the errors produced by JFL learners in the typed domain, there are overall fewer errors, and the readability of this production is considerably higher, something that could be of benefit for both the writer as well as the reader. Also, as seen in the screen captures, students can come to a better knowledge of the vowel length, double consonants, etc. through governing and checking their own written accuracy with the computer’s constraint-based text input system. The amount of time spent studying kanji can be increased through the accelerated exposure to correct characters. Additionally, with less fear of the task of writing in Japanese, successful typed production could more naturally transition to successful writing through the internalization of characters. Students can become accustomed to writing with kanji while increasing their retention of the shape of the characters through increased exposure to the Japanese writing system as a whole. While a complete transition to a computer-only system of writing would not be recommended, the reality of today’s world affords fewer opportunities to for writing by hand, and to ignore the importance of computer typing skills would be a great disservice to students striving for real-world competence in Japanese. The successful combination and symbiotic benefit of both written and typed skills should be the goal of all Japanese educators at this time, and emphasis should be placed on the fact that any interaction with Japanese text can be of benefit to JFL learners, and skills in both the written and typed domains can see a great deal of transfer, as we have seen in this study that skilled students of kanji are more likely to excel in both domains.
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